NOTICE OF SALE: Tuesday July 21, 2015

The University of Michigan has the listed equipment for sale on a bid basis. We reserve the right to sell to the highest bidder or reject all bids if they do not meet our expectations. The University reserves the right to award in part, in whole, or not at all. The University reserves the right to reject any or all bids, including by way of example only and without limitation, any quotation that does not contain all the requested information.

Sale of this equipment is on an “As-is”, “Where-is” basis. These items may not meet “OSHA-MIOSHA” specifications.

Sale of this equipment is on an “As-is”, “Where-is” basis.

Bids will be accepted until 9:00am EST Tuesday July 28, 2015. Bids may be mailed to Property Disposition, 3241 Baxter Rd, Ann Arbor, MI 48109. Or faxed to (734) 763-2006, however we cannot guarantee the confidentiality of faxed bids. Payment is to be made by Cash, Cashier’s Check, Certified Check, or Credit Card (Credit Card sales under $5,000 only, in person only) prior to pick up.

ALL SALES ARE FINAL. If you are tax exempt you must provide your tax-exempt certificate at time of payment. All items MUST be removed by Tuesday August 4, 2015. No international sales.

Successful bidders are responsible for removal of the equipment; they are also responsible for all damages, accidents and any other liabilities that are incurred in the disassembly and removal process. Dates for removal may vary if The University of Michigan deems it necessary. The buyer is also responsible for, but not limited to the following:

1) EQUIPMENT REMOVAL – The buyer must provide all labor and materials to de-install and transport the equipment. Buyer is responsible for all packaging and shipping arrangements.

2) TRANSPORTATION – The buyer must arrange all transport routes and verify disassembly and removal.

All information on this bid is given to the best of our knowledge. The bidder is responsible for authenticity and accuracy of all machines and information listed. High bid information will not be released until all items are picked up, at which time it will be posted on our website @ http://propertydisposition.umich.edu under Sealed Bids.

Contact (print)_________________________________________(sign)______________________________
Address _____________________________________________________________
Telephone No. ________________________________________________________
To view photos of bid items, visit our webpage:
http://procurement.umich.edu/property-space-management/property-disposition-public-shopping/bidauction

1) Aloka Ultrasound Machine......................................................(#1) BID___________
   Model: Dynaview SSD-1700, Serial: M00409
   115 Volts, Probes: 3.5 and 7.5
   Not Working

2) Simbionix Uro-Mentor Simulator.................................(#2) BID___________
   Serial: U-004-01-03
   Not Working

3) Rucker and Kolls Stepping Wafer Prober.......................(#3) BID___________
   Model: 1032, Serial: 705576
   115/220 Volts

4) Rigaku X-ray Diffractometer.....................................(#4) BID___________
   Serial: 39-1003
   X-61301 on tube
   Cord has been cut to comply with U-M OSEH regulations

5) Rigaku Rotaflex X-ray Diffractometer..........................(#5) BID___________
   Model: 4012A2, Serial: E2744N
   X-038728
   Haskis Heat Exchanger, Serial: H-A009130
   Cord has been cut to comply with U-M OSEH regulations

6) Philips C-Arm...............................................................(#6) BID___________
   Model: BV212
   X-41087
   Does Not Power Up

7) Philips C-Arm...............................................................(#7) BID___________
   Model: MD BV 300
   X-45747
   Cord has been cut to comply with U-M OSEH regulations

8) VGI Mass Spectrometer 215.........................................(#8) BID___________
   Serial: 312364
   Probably Not Working

9) Beadarray Reader........................................................(#9) BID___________
   Pt: 11182022, Serial: S404

10) Dent-X Image-X 70Plus w/X-MIND Controller.............(#10) BID___________
    Model: 9992700130, Serial: 5204DB, Mfg Feb ‘03
    Tube No. 631079, X-052661
    Controller: Model 9992700101, Serial: 0003325, 115 volts, Mfg May ‘02
    Cord has been cut to comply with U-M OSEH regulations
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